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Page Two The Maine Campus Orono, Maine, December 19, 1968
Dr. McNeil appointed libby's approval sought 
first SuperU chancellor Parietals policy revisedOr. Donald R. McNeil. a high-
ranking administrator at the Uni-
versity of Wisconsin in Madison,
was named first chancellor of the
expanded University of Maine at a
brief Board of Trustees meeting Fri-
day.
Dr. McNeil is now chancellor of
University Extension at the Univer-
sity of Wisconsin. He will assume
his new duties possibly as early as
Feb. I. but no later than March I.
McNeil will become the top ad-
ministrator in the 15.000-student
University of Maine system com-
posed of the old system (the Orono,
Portland. and Augusta campuses)
the five former state colleges.plus
ti
His salary is reported in excess of
535,000.
Dr. McNeil was absent from Fri-
day's meeting but issued a prepared
statement NJ% hich in part said: "We
like the people we have met, and
we like the attitudes toward higher
education we have found here. I
Icok forward to working very hard
to increase the educational oppor-
tuni)ies, to help build quality into
the institution, and to move ahead
on all three fronts—teaching, re-
search. and public service."
Maine's new chancellor joined
the Wisconsin staff in 1963 as as-
sistant to that University's President.
In 1965 he was appointed extension
chancellor.
The Student Life Committee has
submitted revised recommendations
on open house policy to Acting Pres-
ident Winthrop Libby for approval.
Libby will meet with the Student
Life Committee after Christmas re-
cess and discuss the provisions of
the recommendations.
The revised recommendations are:
I. Ultimate authority for open
house policy resides in the Board of
Trustees and their designated offi-
cials.
2. Residence halls and fraternities
may schedule open houses, none to
Orono food distribution
The second distribution of sur-
plus food to qualified Orono resi-
dents will be held Monday. Dec. 30
from 3 to 8 p.m. Persons who will
be unable to pick up the food on
that date may obtain waivers per-
mitting someone else to. Waivers
may be obtained during the pro-
grams registration period Friday,
December 20, from 4 to 6 p.m.
Both the registration period and
the distribution will be held at the
Methodist Church parish house on
Oak Street.
exceed four hours, on Friday eve-
nings, Saturday afternoons or eve-
nings. Sunday afternoons, and the
nights before a University holiday.
An open house may not be scheduled
during final examination periods, on
a reading day, or on an evening
prior to a reading day.
An open house may coincide with
another social event (a dance, etc.)
in the residence hall or fraternity.
3. Each house government is ex-
pected to present the University
Open House Policy to its residents
at the beginning of the academic
year or upon adoption of this policy.
At this time a 2/3 vote of the total
membership of the residence hall is
needed for adoption of an open
house policy within the limits of
number two.
4. Whenever 1/5 of the residents
in a housing unit wish to alter the
open house policy of that unit with-
in the defined limits, they may pre-
sent a petition to the president of
the house government calling for a
dorm-wide review of the existing
policy. Approximately two weeks
after the petitioning, balloting will
be conducted, and a 2/3 vote of the
total membership will be necessary
Two reasons for joining Du Pont, and three for quitting.
Du Pont offers open-end opportunity. You don't
go into a training program. You go to work—in a
series of growth jobs that broaden your base for
professional progress and help you find the specific field
you want to grow in. We call it "planned mobility."
Du Pont works at the outer limits. Sure, every-
body claims they do the far-out research. But
Du Pont is a world leader in research with the
money and the engineering capability to translate ideas
into commercial products. If you have a profitable idea,
we have what it takes to make it work; and we have a
special bonus plan to reward you for it. So Du Pont
people grow, personally and professionally. Even men
who leave Du Pont often do so because of the profes-
sional growth they experienced at Du Pont.
An Equal Opportunity Employer (M/F)
cid POO
College Relations
J
They go to universities, to teach—recognized
authorities in their profession.
?2 They go into space, or other government projects.
13 And they go to our competitors, who are smartenough to know where to look for the top men.
We don't like to lose men, and we don't lose many. But
when you hire the best, then help them to get better,
your people are bound to be sought after.
Du Pont Company
Room 6686, Wilmington. DE 19898
I'd like your latest information on opportunities at
Du Pont for graduates with degrees in 
Name 
U&versity 
Degree Graduation Date 
Address 
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for adoption of a modified policy.
5. Working within the guidelines
established by the above proced-
ures, the house governments will
schedule the open houses.
6. The chairman of the Social
Affairs Committee, the head coun-
selor or head resident in the resi-
dent halls, or the housemother in
the fraternities must be notified, five
business days prior to the event.
7. Each resident unit should have
at least two hosts or hostesses on
duty during the scheduled op en
house. One should represent the
University (i.e. housemother, head
resident, graduate couple, or duty
counselor) and the other should rep-
resent the house government (the
"host"). The "host" may be assisted
by as many people as the house
government feels necessary to main-
tain the open house policy.
8. Each resident unit shall decide
on the implementation of a proce-
dure for registration (in and out
of guests of the opposite sex. Other
regulations and rules of social con-
duct shall be established by the
elected house governments in co-
operation with University staff, sub-
ject to approval of the Social Affairs
Committee.
9. Room doors of participants
will not be shut.
10. Violation of open house rules
is provided for under Section IV B
I of the University of Maine Disci-
pline Code. The section states as
follows: Suspension is the maximum
sanction that may be imposed for
violation of rules establishing house
closing or visiting hours.
II. This open house policy is de-
signed only for the Orono campus,
South Campus, and the nursing stu-
dents residing at Vaughn Hall in
Portland.
12. The General Student Senate,
the Central Dormitory Activities
Board, the Inter-Fraternity Council,
and the Associated Women Students
shall conduct evaluations of the
policy as needed.
Visiting speaker
to present
botany lecture
The director of Harvard Univer-
sity's Arnold Arboretu m, Dr.
Richard Howard, will give a public
lecture on a bontanical excursion
through Africa, Australia and New
Guinea at the university Thursday.
Dec. 12, at 8 p.m., in 100 Forest
Resources Building.
Howard's talk will be part of a
two-day stay on the campus as a
visiting lecturer in the university's
department of botany and plant
pathology. He will also present the
weekly botany seminar Friday Dec.
13, at 4 p.m., in 120 Deering Hall
when he will speak on the plant
life of the Caribbean Islands.
Prior to becoming director of
the Arnold Arboretum in 1954
Howard had been assistant curator
of the New York Botanical Garden,
assistant professor of biology at
Harvard. and professor of botany
and chairman of the department at
the University of Connecticut. He
has conducted botanical expedi-
tions to the Caribbean Islands,
Central America and Mexico, and
is a member of numerous profes-
sional societies, serving as president
of the International Association of
Botanical Gardens for five years.
During World War II, Howard
organized and directed the U.S.
Army's Jungle Survival Program at
the School of Applied Tactics at
Orlando, Fla., and was decorated
with the Order of the Legion of
Merit.
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Draft feeds war
Spock heard at UM
by Nancy Durrance
Dr. Benjamin Spock speaking Sun-
day night at the Memorial Gym said
he opposes the selective service sys-
tem because it is being used to feed
the military system and continue an
illegal war in Vietnam.
The noted pediatrician was speak-
ing on campus not as a babycare
authority but as a convicted member
of a draft evasion conspiracy. As
such, Dr. Spock now faces a two
year jail sentence, though his case
is now on appeal and he says "our
lawyers believe we're going to be set
free and I hope they're not kidding
us."
A firm member of the Establish-
ment, he graduated from Yale and
Columbia, then practiced medicine
for 20 years. Dr. Spock has since his
retirement worked against nuclear
armament, war and the selective
service. Spock notes however, that
he is "not advocating revolution,
since I'm on the side that has things
it's own way . . . and this isn't the
time to revolt . . will be smashed
into something less than a grease
spot."
According to the doctor he advo-
cates stopping the war in Vietnam:
a war which is "illegal from many
points of view." In the Viet Nam
conflict the United States has at
various times broken the Geneva
Accord in a "pure power play by
John Foster Dulles" to install a
puppet government in Saigon in
1954, has broken a promise to the
UN by sending in 20.000 advisors
in 1960, has escalated the war with-
out a declaration and is fighting a
losing war in "a barbaric manner."
Spock believes the United States
troops are losing battles in Vietnam
because "the people are on the other
Gerety retires
after 30 years
at university
United States Army Colonel John
S. Gerety was retired Thursday'
Dec. 5, at the University of Maine,
after more than 30 years of service.
In a ceremony in the fieldhouse
before the entire ROTC cadet bri-
gade, Col. Gerety was presented
with the Legion of Merit for Dis-
tinguished service while professor
of military science.
Attending the ceremonies and re-
ception were Mrs. Gerety. daughters
Patricia. Nina, and son James. Also
attending were Acting University
President Winthrop Libby, Dean of
Men John Stewart, and other mem-
bers of the faculty, and staff of the
university.
Col. Gerety served in Germany,
Korea, and came to the University
in August, 1964, to take the position
of professor of military science. He
left the staff July 15. 1968.
He was also presented with a
letter of appreciation for more than
30 years service from Army Chief
of Staff William C. Westmoreland.
The 195th National Guard band
from Augusta played while the Per-
shingettes and the Pershing Rifles
drill teams performed a number of
drill sequences.
This was followed by a co-cere-
mony held in the armory. The Var-
sity Rifle range was then dedicated
to (ierety who contributed to make
the rifle team number rine in New
England.
The dedication was made by rifle
team co-captain David A. St. Cyr.
A plaque placed at the entrance to
the range has the inscription:
"Col. John S. Gerety Rifle Range.
P.M.S. 1964-68, Shooter, Coach,
and Friend."
side, while the mandarin class (upper
class) is on our side. Nobody helps
us." He also noted that since it is
unable to win "our government has
taken to wholesale infraction of laws
of warfare the US has promised to
abide by." As examples of such in-
fraction he lists: destroying crops
and homes, delibrate destruction of
North Vietnamese cities under the
guise that they are important mili-
tary centers, and removal of inhabi-
tants to living compounds.
However, Dr. Spock appears to
believe that the Vietnam war is only
a symptom of the disease presently
infecting U.S. foreign policy: "it is
not an exception, it is one more
example."
"As it gets more power the US
becomes more aggressive in using
power," is Spock's opinion. He
added that we must draw the line
between isolation and imperialism
by modifying and strengthening the
UN.
"We must start with universal
disarmament beginning with nuclear
arms, not just to be altruistic but to
save our own skins."
In defense of his anti-draft stand.
Dr. Spock sighted the Nurenberg
Principle, formed at the now famous
war trials and stating that a soldier
is obligated to disobey a superior
when ordered to go against his own
moral principles. "The Nurenberg
Principle is a lot more important
than the rules Gen. Hershey makes."
After abolishing the present draft
system. Dr. Spock would institute
a good "volunteer army by paying
enough." His second choice of a
fairer system would be a lottery.
Dr. Spock was sponsored at the
University of Maine by the Student
Senate which will also sponsor a
Socialist Party leader on Jan. I I.
Bangor Letter Shop
Theses Typed and Multilithed
Fast Service on
Bulletins, Flyers, Letters, Invitations,
80 COLUMBIA STREET
Tel. 945-9311
Announcements
BANGOR
Shipping foul-up cancels
Graduate Record Exams
by L. Leonard
The Graduate Record Exams
scheduled to be given last Satur-
day morning to 170 graduate
school candidates were unexpected-
ly cancelled due to shipping failures
and unforsten delays.
Mr. Barnes of the Testing and
Counseling Service explained that
the tests should have arrived about
10 days before the exam. Because
of the Princeton, N. J.. Educational
Testing Service's request that a de-
lay not be reported to them until
two and a half days before the
test administi anon date, the panic
did not begin until the previous
Wednesday afternoon.
A call was made at that time to
the Testing Service and a tracer put
on the original shipment. It was
later discovered that although the
shipment papers had at in
Bangor. the tests remained in a
warehouse in Trenton. N. J.
Upon notification Wednesday
afternoon. the 1 est ing Service
attempted to send a substitute ship-
ment. However. due to a 72-hour
embargo these tests did not leave
the ground. On Friday afternoon.
w hen the original shipment was
found in I lemon, it was placed on
a flight to Bangor hut did not
arrive until 10:30 a.m. Saturday.
In the meantime, due to the air
freight embargo a third shipment
Xmas tree
University of Maine forester
Lewis P. Bissell says there is nothing
better than water to keep a Christ-
mas tree fresh and tire resistant.
"For all practical purposes, plain
water does as good a job of pre-
serving freshness as all water-plus-
preservative combinations studied.'
sass Bissell. "Keeping a fresh tree
in water in the house is the hest
way of keeping it tire resistant.-
Bissell cautions that once a tree
has dried out it cannot recover
moisture e%.en if it is placed in
water. It thus hecomes a tire ha7ard
in the home.
HEADQUARTERS FOR
BASS WEEJUNS
for Men and Women
CURRAN CO. Boot Shop
Next to Free.r% in Bangor
of tests was put on a Cireyhound
bus in New York with an expected
arrival time in Bangor at 7:30 a.m.
Saturday. This shipment was also
delayed by an unknown mix-up in
Boston. These tests didn't arrive
until 11:30.
When Barnes cancelled the
morning tests it was still unknown
when or if either shipment would
arrive.
The new date for the Graduate
Record Exams is Jan. II. at 8:30
a.m. in 137 Bennett Hall.
When asked how the delay would
effect the candidates' graduate
school applications. Barnes said
that arrangements have been made
with the Educational Testing Service
to speed up the scoring process of
the special administration of the
test. He also offered to personally
%Hie letters of explanation to the
colleges upon student request.
MANHATTAN TROPHIES
Manufacturers and
Distributors of
Maine's Largest
Assortment of Trophies
Engraving al All Types
9 May St. Bangor, Me.
Tel. 912-6464
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KELLEY PONTIAC Inc.
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campus
editorials
rumor mongers
Have you heard about the hatchetman? How about the Hong
Kong flu and its latest victims? Or have you heard that classes are
going to end early, like Thursday noon? Maybe you've heard that
the bookstore is going to give students 20% discounts starting
second semester? Of course, you've already heard that the Board
of Trustees is going to investigate charges of pornography in some
texts presently being used in the College of Technology.
If you've heard any of these wild rumors, you're among the
majority of University of Maine students. Anyone who is reason-
ably active on campus, or at least goes to classes and eavesdrops,
can pick up some extraordinary extracurricular information.
It's doubtful that the University of Maine is any different from
any other school, except for the bald fact that its residents seem to
be 99 44/100C more gullible than students on almost any other
campus you would care to sight.
Remember students: there is no hatchetman waiting in the
snow covered bushes to completely slaughter the third floor of
sonic girls dorm; the Hong Kong flu has yet to heavily hit Maine;
classes are scheduled to continue until 5 p.m. Dec. 20; the Board
of Trustees (as far as we know) is not investigating anyone or
anything; and it is truly very, very doubtful that the UM bookstore
will ever give anyone a discount of anything.
Have you heard any other news lately?
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I.ast week. the AWS sent a ques-
tionnaire out to all junior women.
Three basic questions were asked:
are you in favor of women over 21
living off campus? Are you in fasor
of senior women living off campus?
and are you in favor of senior
women oser 21 living off campus?
Patti Harding. president of the
AWS. said there were several rea-
sons for having the questionnaire
as limited in its scope as it was.
The rule that says all undergradu-
ate %%omen %his are under 23 years
old must live on campus is a uni-
'crs,t iulc. She said the .AWS was
investigating the matter because
Dean /ink asked them to.
Mrs. Harding also said the Uni-
versity Housing Office would have
to know soon if women were going
to he living off campus next fall.
This is a mailer of the mechanics
of administration. There will h: less
fight to get just seniors off campus.
the administration will know the
situation calls.  and the ruling will
winto -OW .next fall.
The reason the ruling wasn't
changed before. Mrs. Harding said.
was because thole has always been
an acute housing shortage in the
Orono area. lhe dean's oB;c: has
recentl found out this sh.i..tgc is
not as great as it used to Is:. litis
is %sti they asked the AWS study
the ruling now.
Even though the ruling will only
affect this years juniors next year.
it is still too had only :hese junto'
were asked their opinions. Nlost fe-
males on campus will he seniots
before they leave the university. and
a ruling change will also :effect them
It is also too had that the only
women who will he able to Ilse off
canmus next yeat. II this utile passes.
will he seniors. But such are the
hangups when rules are to he
changed in a status quo oriented
society.
Hut in spite of these faults, the
only way. any change can he made
is to support the AWS in their hid
to iii%e a portion of the female popu-
lation of this campus another hit of
freedom. And maybe the year after.
the test of the females can work to
Vain. that -.MOW . ...... • •
Orono, Maim
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L letters
questioning
To the Editor:
Perhaps I can share the concern
of Prof. Hartgen over the theft of
works of art on campus. But then
any student who displays his at
work on campus should he con-
cerned for it can happen to him as
it happened to me.
Further action such as this could
lead to a reluctance by students to
display their art—a sad state of
affairs in an environment that
should en..ourage creative ability.
Of course, photos can be re-
placed, but since all of the photos
taken were of nudes, it makes me
question the mentality of the person
stealing them.
Tristam Manchester
- directed
To the Editor:
Following is a copy of a stat-
atent I wrote on the back of the re-
cent questionnaire AWS sent out to
all junior women.
"It is already obvious that AWS
is being directed in its opinion to-
ward off-campus housing. This
questionnaire was sent to juniors
only in the hope that they are so
concerned with only themselves that
they would not fill in (where no
place was left for alternative
opinions) that they think people
other than seniors or those over 21
should be allowed to live off-campus.
"What age the person filling out
this questionnaire is or where she
lives should have no bearing what-
soever. AWS is the representative
body of all women on this campus
and should therefore get the opin-
ions of all women regardless of their
class standing, age, dwelling place or
marital status.
"This is an issue that will affect
all women students even in the case,
as it appears, that the powers in
(and above) AWS have decided that
any change in the housing rules will
apply to only seniors or seniors who
are 21 or students over 21.
"Why is it that women, who have
an extra representative body on this
campus, are more restricted than
men?"
I have also learned, after return-
ing my questionnaire. that the two
junior women at South Campus were
not given a copy of the question-
naire to fill out. I hope AWS doesn't
intend to call the results it gets on
its questionnaire representative of
coed opinion on this campus. The
only fair way is to take a survey of
all women on campus.
Linda Reynolds
zip code
battles?
To the Editor:
Re: Your recent article on Marks-
men by Roger Michaud.
As a displaced Kentuckian I must
question the reference to Merry
State Kentucky. While Kentuckians
are frequently merry, the school is
probably Murray State College.
Kentucky.
Are the postal matches, men-
tioned in the final paragraph, to be
battles of zip codes or franking
machines?
Jerry L. Cartwright
Editor's note: The Canopus freely
admits it's spelling mistake—our
copy editor is renown for such
errors.
Postal matches are marksman-
ship competitions where each
participating school shoots at its
home range, then exchanges the
perforated targets a n d scores
through the mail.
stentorianly
To the Editor:
Do you suppose that there may
be, now, a new (?) student revolu-
tion on campus? Are the students
even aware of any such characteris-
tics in the air? (For anyone not
following this train of thought, I
refer them to last week's Campus
editorial page.)
There seems to be a student dis-
sent to dissent. Last week an S.D.S.
member was booed out of our cafe-
teria (stentorianly) for announcing
the start of draft dodging counsel-
ling. (This may mark the end of
student apathy "running rampant"
on campus.) Verbal battles have
been going on in our lounge and
invective notes have been placed on
our bulletin boards. What verbal
battles? What invective notes? The
battles and notes have been between
students and S.D.S. members. Stu-
dents have begun to repudiate the
so-called-new left.
Is there similar action at other
parts of campus? Are the students
finally coming awake? Do they feel
a repugnance to what is supposedly
an alternative to our system?
Vandall King
lazy
wednesday
To the Editor:
Being a citizen of this great state.
a student at Notre Dame, and
pinned to an Alpha Chi Omega, I
read with great interest David
Daniel's article of November 14
concerning a typical football week-
end at Notre Dame.
I must say, I was quite surprised
at Mr. Daniel's knowledge of the
habits of the Fighting Irish of
partaking of the nectar of the Gods
and of the local "establishments."
However, I feel there is one er-
ror in his report that must not
stand uncorrected. Contrary to his
belief, the typical football weekend
at Notre Dame does not begin with
the pep rally on Friday night, but
commences Thursday afternoon and
ends the following Tuesday after-
noon with Wednesday as a day of
rest and recuperation. Win or lose,
the Irish intend to maintain their
title as the nation's number one
football and drinking team.
Joe Hebert
•
SOUTH CAMPUS
CHRISTMAS BUILDING HOURS:
•
Student Union Building:
Close — 5:00 p.m., Fri., Dec. 20, 1968
Re-open — 7:00 a.m., Sun., Jan. 5, 1969
Student Union News Counter:
Close — 5:00 p.m., Fri., Dec. 20, 1968
Re-open — 1:00 p.m., Sun., Jan. 5, 1969
Student Union Grill:
Close — 11:00 p.m.. Thurs., 19, 1968
Re-open— 3:00 p.m., Sun., 5, 1969
Game Building:
Close — 5:00 p.m., Fri. 20. 1965
Re-open— 1:00 p.m., Sun., 5, 1969
••
Dec.
Jan.
Dec.
Jan.
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•
by David Daniel
On Indian Island on winter nights
the wind makes a low moaning
sound as it blows up the Penobscot
River and through the steel frame-
work of the narrow bridge which
connects the island with the shore.
This sound, and the fact that it is
rather dark on the island because
only the main road is lighted, makes
one think being someplace else is a
good idea.
But the Inter Varsity Christian
Fellowship thought being there. on
Indian Island, on a night not long
ago, was a good idea. Like the SAC,
this group saw Old Town's Indian
reservation as an area where words
might become deeds. The plan was
to visit briefly several families from
the island church, and to bring
them boxes of groceries. The group
stopped first at the island church
and got the minister, whose name
was Ludwig. He had been a mission-
ary in South Africa for over 20
years and now lived on Indian
Island. He would serve as guide for
the group.
The group was about 15 students
from the university and Mr. Lud-
wig. They set out from the church
walking, and almost immediately
they were off the main road and
heading down a side road.
"Be careful along here; the mud
isn't frozen yet," Ludwig told the
others. The boys carrying cardboard
boxes of groceries walked with care-
ful steps, looking around the boxes
at the ground, careful not to trip.
The first house wasn't far down
the road. An old woman opened the
door and stepped back to let her
visitors in. She was happy with the
food and said she felt blessed to
have so many friends. In the small
living room were her brother, her
niece and some young children. The
children watched everything with
their dark faces, wondering why
people were visiting there. The stu-
dents looked around the room. It
was shabby and had a moist, fried
food smell.
Soon they all sang a chorus and
said goodnight and the group left
impression
the small house where seven people
I1vThe last visit of the evening was
to a house in the center of the
island. To get to it meant walking
into a small woods and up a path
scattered with junk and broken
boards. As the group approached,
the house was very dark and it
looked like a deserted shed; but a
door opened and a woman looked
out.
"Howdy, Virginia," called Mr.
Ludwig. "This is a group from the
university who are visiting tonight."
Only about half the group could
squeeze inside the main room. An
oil lamp gave off a dim, smoky
light Mr. Ludwig and some
students talked with the woman
while her young sons and daughter
lost their shyness and spoke with the
students.
"We were painting the ceiling,"
the woman said. By looking up, one
could see that half of the heavy
brown paper was already white.
A few of the group standing
nearer to the man mentioned how
cold and dark it was outside. They
might have said this about the in-
side too. The man nodded and said
he had been hoping to move the
house down nearer the road but
now he might have to wait until
spring. He was wearing a faded
green flannel shirt and a baseball
cap and his Adam's apple cast a
shadow on the side of his throat.
"It'd cost about seven hundred
to have electric lines come up here,"
he said. "It's easier for me to go
down there."
Someone pointed to a brown
tinted photograph on a cork board
and asked who it was of. It showed
a man wearing a full feather head-
dress.
"That's my husband's great-grand-
father," said the woman.
The husband nodded. Though he
seemed very quiet he told us what
his relative's name was; and then
he began to talk about early tribes
of New England. Everyone was list-
ening to the quiet voice and its tale
of life 100 years ago. The dingy
light, the shabby ceiling, the wadded
paper plate stuffed in a hole in the
window, and the years that led down
to now were for the moment for-
gotten. The lamplight flickered on
the faces and never reached the
shadow-filled corners of the room.
When the students said goodnight
the older son went out with them to
point out the best trail. At the end
of the littered path, just before the
woods, was a small hill. From here
the road was visible. As the others
dropped down into the woods, one
student stayed behind to shine a
flashlight for the boy to get back up.
From the little hill, smoke from the
paper mill on the river could be
seen lifting itself in white folds up
into the dark sky.
"That's where my dad works,"
the small boy said, pointing toward
the mill. "And I want to work there
too!"
On the way back to the university,
the student thought of this and told
one of the others what the boy had
said.
BANGOR-MERRIFIELD OFFICE SUPPLY
Complete Office, School, and Drafting Supplies
14 State Street Bangor
THE KNIT NOOK
72 Columbia St. Bangor
Phone 942-8046
SEE OUR FINE SELECTION OF NEW YARNS
Open 930-5:00 Monday-Saturday
"I know the way home
with my eyes closed:
Then you know the way too well
Because driving an old familiar route can make you
drowsy, even when you're rested
When that happens, pull over, take a break
and take two NoDoze Action Aids *They'll help you
drive home with your eyes open.
NoDoz Action Aids. No car should be without them.
I,fJ.M 11/1968 Brastal Myer' Crt 
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Continued student unrest 
Rubenstein heard at Union
by Judith White
"Student unrest is bound to bs.
with us a long, long time" said
Rabbi Richard L. Rubenstein in a
speech here Dec. 10 on "Generation
Gap—World-Wide Student Revolt".
Rubenstein blames the collapse of
moral and political authority com-
bined with the effects of technology
for the student rebellion.
"One can not want to restructure
a society without that desire elicit-
ing anger from people who have a
stake in it" Rubenstein said, com-
menting on the generation gap.
Belief in God has become so
qualified God is no longer a "deci-
sion-making apparatus" he s a i d.
With Camus and Satre, Rubenstein
believes man must make it on his
own.
"As a college chaplain I can't
advise people in terms of the wis-
dom of the ages when that wisdom
was programmed with a different set
of consequences in mind" said Dr.
Rubenstein. The teachings of reli-
gions about sex were based upon
pre-contraceptive device conditions
he said. Rubenstein called the birth-
control pill "revolutionary".
The break-up of political authori-
ty is evidenced by President John-
son's "resignation" said Rubenstein.
He calls this an admission of John-
son's failure to run the country and
is doubtful Nixon will be able to
restore "viable political authority"
to America.
Dr. Rubenstein predicted we will
be defeated in Vietnam. "We will
need a compensating sense of dig-
nity" to offset the psychological
effects of defeat he said. World War
II was partially a result of the
failure of the German people to
accept defeat in 1918.
"The technological revolution has
made the university part of the tech-
nological system's training ground"
said Rubenstein. He added the New
WMEB-FM plans
program changes
by John Stanley
A new locally originated program
and five new National Educational
Radio Network programs highlight
the spring schedule of WMEB-FM,
the campus radio station.
The new local program, to be
done in the WMEB-FM studios, is
entitled That Latin Beat and will
feature music of a Latin flavor. The
Country Way, a country music
program currently heard from 9 to
10 p.m. on Monday night, will ex-
pand to two hours, 8 to 10 p.m.
Campus Controversy moves to 7
p.m. on Wednesday night. It is now
heard at 7:30 on Monday.
The new network programs are
more national and international in
scope. Revolution: 20th Century
Phenomenon will feature selected
lectures from the annual World
Affairs Institute at San Diego State
College. This program will be fol-
lowed later in the spring by a
Cooper Union series entitled Re-
volt Contemporary Style.
Mary Jane in Perspective is a
series of programs presenting dif-
ferent views about marijuana. The
program will present the views of
civil authorities, lawmakers. uni-
versity officials, doctors and users
of the drug. This program will be
aired from 7:30 to 8 p.m. on Tues-
day nights.
The World of the Rockhound
will examine facts and fancies about
the materials commonly known as
rocks, gems and minerals.
Behind the Classroom Door is a
discussion by five leading educators
concerning the problems in educa-
tion. The Thursday night programs
will attempt to answer questions
such as who is a successful teacher
and what are the true facts of the
teacher shortage.
Dimensions in Academic Free-
dom will feature noted scholars and
administrators discussing the issue
of academic freedom. It will be
presented on Thursdays at 9 p.m.
In addition to these new programs,
WMEB-FM will continue with all
of the present programs except one.
McL I. Understanding Music, cur-
rently being offered for college credit
over WMEB-FM will not be broad-
cast next spring. This course was
being offered through the Continuing
Education Division. Time presently
occupied in the broadcast schedule
by McL 1 will be used for the ex-
pansion of the Country Way and the
addition of the new network
programs according to WMEB-FM
officials.
Some of the program changes
will become effective Jan. 1 with a
total change to the new schedule
by the first week of second se-
mester.
Left is correct in labeling the modern
university a part of the military-
industrial complex.
"A university is a large American
corporation" he said. Its adminis-
trators tend to be corporation or
military men who are white, Anglo
Saxon, Protestant, and rural orien-
tated. Most students tend to be the
reverse. According to Rubenstein
the problems created by this situa-
tion can be surmounted but often
are not.
The increase in undergraduate
and gr a d u a te school attendance
means eight or nine million young
adults are off by themselves in their
own peer groups, Rubenstein said.
They enjoy "magnificent freedom"
to protest and rebel because they
have not yet been committed to the
responsibilities of job and family
which trap the rest of society.
In a discussion following the
speech Rabbi Rubenstein said "We'll
see a peaceful world only in the
grave, and then we won't see it."
Man is the most aggressive of ani-
mals and our only hope is that "ter-
minal aggression" will not be at-
tempted, he added.
Rabbi Rubenstein is an inter-
nationally known teacher and theo-
logian. He is the author of "After
Auschwitz- and director of the
B'nai B'rith Hillel Foundation. His
speech at the Memorial Union's
Main Lounge was sponsored by the
Student Religious Association.
Orono, Maine, December 19, 1968
Westbrook Junior site
of Native Son program
Fifty Maine organizations will
recruit college students at the Native
Son Program of the Portland Cham-
ber of Commerce, Dec. 26-27. The
program will be held at Westbrook
Junior College, Stevens Ave., Port-
land, from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. both
days.
Any Maine native, whether at-
tending college in state or not is
eligible for the program. Philip
Brockway. director of the UM
Placement Bureau in Orono, stresses
the project is open to both male and
female students.
Recruiting personnel from the fol-
lowing organizations will participate
in the Native Son Program: City
of Portland, City of Portland School
Dept., Portsmouth Naval Shipyard,
Sanders Associates, Inc., S. D. War-
ren, George C. Shaw Co., Shell Oil
Co., Sheraton-Eastland Motor Hotel,
City of South Portland, City of
South Portland School Dept., State
of Maine, Union Mutual Life In-
surance Co., Waterville Sc ho ol
Dept., Westbrook School Dept.,
Zayre Department Store, Guilford
Industries, Great Northern Paper
Co., School Administrative District
four, School Administrative District
17, Hannaford Brothers, Hathaway
Shirt Co., Edward C. Jordan Com-
pany, Inc., Jordan and Jordan, Lew-
iston School Dept., Maine National
Bank, Maremont Corporation, N.E.
Division, Milliken Tomlinson Co.,
New England Telephone and Tele-
graph Co., The Northwestern Mutu-
al Life Insurance Co.. Noyes Tire
Co.. Oxford Paper Co., Peat Mar-
wick Mitchell and Co., Pioneer
Plastics Corp., Aetna Life and Cas-
ualty, Ametek, Inc., Auburn School
Dept., Bangor-Hydro Electric Co.,
Bath Iron Works Corp., Brunswick
School Dept.. Burnham and Morrill,
Canal National Bank, Cape Eliza-
beth School Dept., Central Maine
Power Co., Collagen Corp., Connec-
ticut Mutual Life Insurance Co..
Depositors Tr ust Co., Fairchild
Semiconductor, Forster Manufactur-
ing Company, Inc., and General
Electric,
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UNIVERSITY OF MAINE FINAL EXAMINA
FALL SEMESTER 1968
Registrar's Office
Friday, January 17 to Saturday, January 25, 1969
This schedule is based upon the first weekly meeting of each class. For example, a class which meets the 2ftl
period on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday is scheduled for examination as of Monday, second period. By refer-
Ting to the list below, you will find this takes place at 8:00 a.m., Monday, January 20. Each student should ascer-
tain from his instructor the location of the final examination. If a student finds he cannot attend a final examin.:-
tion due to circumstances beyond his control, he should notify his academic dean in advance.
Monday 1st period Saturday January 18 at 8:00
Monday 2nd period Monday January 20 at 8:00
Monday 3rd period Tuesday January 21 at 8:00
Monday 4th period Wednesday January 22 at 8:00
Monday 5th period Friday January 24 at 8:00
Monday 6th period Saturday January 25 at 8:00
Monday 7th period Thursday January 23 at 8:00
Monday 8th period Saturday Jant6ry 18 at 2:00
Monday 9th period Thursday January 23 at 8:00
Tuesday 1st period Saturday January 18 at 2:00
Tuesday 2nd period Monday January 20 at 2:00
Tuesday 3rd period Tuesday January 21 at 2:00
Tuesday 4th period Wednesday January 22 at 2:00
Tuesday 5th period Friday January 24 at 2:00
Tuesday 6th period Saturday
Tuesday 7th period Thursday 
January 25 at 2:00
January 23 at 2:00
Wednesday 1st period Saturday January 18 at 8:00
Wednesday 2nd period Monday January 20 at 8:00
Wednesday 4th period Wednesday January 22 at 8:00
Wednesday 5th period Friday
Wednesday 7th period Thursday 
January 24 at 8:00
Wednesday 8th period Saturday 
January 23 at 8:00
January 18 at 2:00
Thursday 2nd period Monday
Thursday 3rd period Tuesday 
January 20 at 2:00
January 21 at 2:00
Thursday 5th period Monday January 20 at 8:00
Friday 2nd period Monday
Tuesday 
January 20 at 2:00
Friday 3rd period
Friday 5th period Saturday 
January 21 at 8:00
January 18 at 2:00
NOTE THE FOLLOWING CLASSES WHICH HAVE BEEN CHANGED FROM REGULAR SCHEDULE:
Ee 240
Eh T1
Eh 184
Hy 3
Ms 196
Py 20
Py 123(3)
Zo 177
Communication Networks
Freshman Composition
Teaching English in Sec. School
U. S. History
Selected Topics
Child Study Laboratory
Psychology of Childhood, Div. 3
Animal Physiology
Tuesday
Saturday
Thursday
Wednesday
Thursday
Wednesday
Thursday
Thursday
January 21 at
January 18 at
January 23 at
January 22 at
January 23 at
January 22 at
January 23 at
January 23 at
8:00 a.m. 123 Barrows Hall
8:00 a.m. See Instructor
8:00 a.m. 137 Bennett Hall
4:15 p.m. Lengyel Hall Gym.
4:15 p.m. 102 Murray Hall
2:00 p.m. 203 Little Hall
5 : 30 p.m. 110 Little Hall
10:30 a.m. 120 Little Hall
COURSES WITH TWO DIVISIONS OR MORE APPROVED FOR COMBINED EXAMINATIONS:
As
Ay
Ba
Ba
Ba
Ec
Ch
Ch
Ce
Cc
Ed
Ed
Ed
9 Descriptive Astronomy
1 Intro. to Anthropology
9 Prin. of Accounting, Div. 1 & 2
9 Prin. of Accounting. Div. 3 & 4
9 Prin. of Accounting, Div. 5 & 6
1 Prin. of Economics
13 Chemical Principles
161 Organic Chem. Lab.
5 Surveying
29 Intro. to Highway Eng.
M13 Teaching of Reading. Div. 1, 2, 3
Ml IS Teaching Social Studies in Elem.
School, Div. 1, 2, 3, 4
M117 Teaching Lit. in Elem. School
Wednesday
Friday
Saturday
Monday
Monday
Friday
Friday
Saturday
Friday
Tuesday
Friday
Tuesday
Wednesday
January 22 at
January 17 at
January 18 at
January 20 at
January 20 at
January 17 at
January 24 at
January 18 at
January 24 at
January 21 at
January 17 at
January 21 at
January 22 at
10:30
8:00
10:30
10:30
10:30
10:30
10:30
4:15
10:30
10:30
2:00
a.m.
a.m.
a.m,
a. m.
a. m.
a. m.
a .M,
p.m.
a.m.
a. m.
p.m.
120 Little Hall
See Instructor
102 Murray Hall
102 Murray Hall
137 Bennett Hall
See Instructor
Lengyel Hall Gym
318 Aubert Hall
137 Bennett Hall
140 Bennett Hall
120 Little Hall
10:30 a.m. 137 Bennett Hall
2:00 p.m. 202 Education
Ed M140
Ee 1 (
Ee 3 I
Ee 13 I
Ee 23 I
Ee 41 I
Ee 161 I
Ee 198 5
Eh 3 I
Fr 1 I
Fr 3 I
Fr 5
Fr 7
Fr 57
Fr 109
Gm 1
Gm 3
Ge 1
Ge T1 1
Ge T3 !
Ge T4 I
Me 33 1
Mc 51 5.
Me 53 5
Me 164 !
Me T17 I
Me TI9 S
Mc El !
Mc T1 I
Ms 1 1
Ms 3 (
Ms 5 f
Ms 7 5
Ms 12 A
Ms 12A A
Ms 19 F
Ms 21 E
Ms 22 E
Ms 27 A
Ms 28 A
Ms 29 I
Ms 130 11
Ms 153 F
Ms 172 I
Ms 173 A
Ms T2 F
My 1
My 1 11
My 1 N
Pol 1
Pol 2
Pol 135 r
Poi 156 P
Pol 173
Pol 183 C
Pol 187
Ps I C
Py 1 C
Ru I E
1 E
Sp 3 11
Sy 7 N
Sh 1 F
1 Sh C
Zo 3 A
Students who
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ROTC organizes
Operation Welfare
Operation Welfare, designed to
bring Christmas cheer to needy
families in the Bangor, Orono, Old
Town area, is a project of the 20th
Main e, an organization of the
ROTC Detachment at the University
of Maine.
Under Operation Welfare, or-
ganized by seniors Mark Bastey
and Greg Burns, clothing, toys,
money, and food were collected on
campus, and will be distributed by
the Brewer Health and Welfare of-
fice.
Dec. 14, was spent in repairing,
sorting, sizing and packaging items
contributed to the drive.
Some of the students participating
in Operation Welfare were: Frank
Capoza. Janice Carey, Dave St.
Cyr, Marilyn McAllister, Mark
Bastey, Beverly Bennett. Tim Mar-
coulier, Judy Greenhalgh. Glen
Goss. Mike Willey, Pete Perkins,
John Dorsey, Larry Suda, Eric
Skoog, Bob Dobson, Mark Fauk,
Dave Grover, Joe DeFilipp. Mike
Carpenter, Dave Houston, Dean
Luro, and Mr. and Mrs. Greg
Burns.
Sick of Chicken War
Libby interviewed on WMEB
by Thomas Muller
Acting President. Winthrop C.
Libby spoke about university prob-
lems. Monday night when he
answered questions on Dick Glea-
son's "Campus Controversy," an
interview show on WMEB-FM.
Asked if his availability to stu-
dents had gotten him misquoted,
Libby said it had, but that wasn't
the point. He added that the stu-
dents are willing to talk to him on
most any issue and that they pin
him down.
Libby said he has strong reserva-
tions about what the SDS stands
for, but that he often finds him -
MAINE FINAL EXAMINATION SCHEDULE
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Ed M140 Teaching Reading in Sec. School
Ee 1 Circuit Analysis
Ee 3 Intermediate Circuit Anal.
Ee 13 Electronics
Ee 23 Elec. Machinery
Ee 41 Elem. Circuits
Ee 161 Electronics
Ee 198 Selected Topics in Elec. Eng.
Eh 3 English Literature
Fr 1 Elem. French
Fr 3 Inter. French
Fr 5 Adv. Intermediate French
Fr 7 Practical French
Fr 57 French Civilization
Fr 109 Int. to French Lit.
Gm 1 Elem. German
Gm 3 Inter. German
Ge 1 Int. to Eng. Design
Ge T1 Technical Drawing
Ge T3 Machine Drawing
Ge T4 Electronic Drawing
Me 33 Thermodynamics
Mc 51 Strength of Materials
Me 53 Statics and Kinematics
Me 164 Mech. Vibrations
Me T17 Dynamics
Me T19 Strength of Materials
Mc El Music Methods for the Elem. Teacher
Mc T1 Fundamentals of Music
Ms 1 Trigonometry
Ms 3 College Algebra
Ms 5 Elem. of College Math.
Ms 7 Structure of Arithmetic
Ms 12 Anal. Geometry & Calculus
Ms 12A Anal. Geometry & Calculus
Ms 19 Prin. of Stat. Inference
Ms 21 Elem. of Set Theory
Ms 22 Elem. of Real Number Theory
Ms 27 Anal. Geom. & Calculus
Ms 28 Anal. Geom. & Calculus
Ms 29 Differential Equations
Ms 130 Mathematical Statistics
Ms 153 Partial Diff. Equations
Ms 172 Linear Algebra
Ms 173 Adv. Calculus
Ms 1'2 Basic Mathematics
My 1 Modern Society, Div. 1 & 2
My 1 Modern Society. Div. 3 & 4
My I Modern Society, Div. 5 & 6
Poi 1 Intro. to Government
Pol 2 Intro. to Government
Pol 135 Democratic Govt. of Europe
Pol 156 Political Parties
Pol 173 Inter. Relations
Pol 183 Constitutional Law
Pol 187 International Law
Ps 1 General Physics
Py 1 General Psychology
Rti 1 Elem. Russian
Sp 1 Elem. Spanish
Sp 3 Inter. Spanish
Sy 7 Marriage
Sh I Fund. of Public Speaking
1 Sh Oral Communication
Zo 3 Animal Biology
Saturday
Monday
Monday
Thursday
Wednesday
Monday
Wednesday
Monday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Saturday
Thursday
Monday
Saturday
Monday
Saturday
Saturday
Friday
Monday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Saturday
Thursday
Saturday
Tuesday
Saturday
Thursday
Wednesday
Tuesday
Tuesday
Friday
Tuesday
Tuesday
Friday
Friday
Tuesday
Tuesday
Thursday
Thursday
Saturday
Thursday
Saturday
Wednesday
Thursday
Monday
Saturday
Saturday
Monday
Thursday
Thursday
Saturday
Friday
Friday
Friday
Friday
Friday
Monday
Saturday
Tuesday
Friday
Thursday
Friday
Friday
January 18 at 2:00 p.m. 201 Education
January 20 at 2:00 p.m. 153 Barrows Hall
January 20 at 8:00 a.m. 153 Barrows Hall
January 23 at 8:00 a.m. 153 Barrows Hall
January 22 at 10:30 a.m. 153 Barrows Hall
January 20 at 10:30 a.m. 153 Barrows Hall
January 22 at 2:00 p.m. 153 Barrows Hall
January 20 at 8:00 a.m. 153 Barrows Hall
January 23 at 4:15 p.m. Hauck Auditorium
January 24 at 4:15 p.m. 137 Bennett Hall
January 18 at 4:15 p.m. Lengyel Hall Gym.
January 18 at 10:30 a.m. 120 Little Hall
January 23 at 10:30 a.m. 130 Little Hall
January 20 at 10:30 a.m. 203 Little Hall
January 18 at 10:30 a.m. 318 Aubert Hall
January 20 at 10:30 a.m. Hauck Auditorium
January 18 at 4:15 p.m. 130 Little Hall
January 18 at 10:30 a.m. Lengyel Hall Gym.
January 17 at 8:00 a.m. See Instructor
January 20 at 2:00 p.m. See Instructor
January 20 at 8:00 a.m. See Instructor
January 21 at 4:15 p.m. 336 Boardman Hall
January 22 at 10:30 a.m. 130 Little Hall
January 18 at 2:00 p.m. 140 Little Hall
January 23 at 8:00 a.m. 336 Boardman Hall
January 18 at 8:00 a.m. 344 Boardman Hall
January 21 at 8:00 a.m. 244 Boardman Hall
January 18 at 10:30 a.m. 218 Lord Hall
January 23 at 10:30 a.m. 120 Lord Hall
January 22 at 10:30 a.m. Lengyel Hall Gym.
January 21 at 10:30 a.m. See Instructor
January 21 at 4:15 p.m. Lengyel Hall Gym.
January 24 at 10:30 a.m. 120 & 130 Little
Hall
January 21 at 10:30 a.m. See Instructor
January 21 at 10:30 a.m. See Instructor
January 17 at 10:30 a.m. See Instructor
January 17 at 2:00 p.m. 130 Little Hall
January 21 at 2:00 p.m. 202 Education
January 21 at 4:15 p.m. 130 Little Hall
January 23 at 4:15 p.m. Lengyel Hall Gym.
January 23 at 4:15 p.m. See Instructor
January 18 at 4:15 p.m. 202 Education
January 23 at 10:30 a.m. 137 Bennett Hall
January 18 at 8:00 a.m. Lengyel Hall Gym.
January 22 at 10:30 a.m. 207 Education
January 23 at 10:30 a.m. See Instructor
January 20 at 8:00 a.m. 120 Lord Hall
January 18 at 2:00 p.m. 141 Bennett Hall
January 18 at 2:00 p.m. 102 Murray Hall
January 20 at 4:15 p.m. Lengyel Hall Gym
January 23 at 10:30 a.m. 102 Murray Hall
January 23 at 2:00 p.m. 140 Little Hall
January 18 at 10:30 a.m. 130 Little Hall
January 24 at 10:30 a.m. 102 Murray Hall
January 17 at 4:15 p.m. 102 Murray Hall
January 17 at 2:00 p.m. 102 Murray Hall
January 17 at 10:30 a.m. See Instructor
January 17 at 4:15 p.m. See Instructor
January 20 at 2:00 p.m. 203 Little Hall
January 18 at 4:15 p.m. Hauck Auditorium
January 21 at 4:15 p.m. Hauck Auditorium
January 17 at 10:30 a.m. See Instructor
January 23 at 2:00 p.m. See Instructor
January 17 at 2:00 p.m. 110 Little Hall
January 17 at 2:00 p.m. See Instructor
Students who find they have four examinations in one day should see Miss Taylor in the Registrar's Office NOT
LATER THAN JANUARY 7.
t k.let Cflti I nE its right to exist.
hough he didn't want to say the
SDS is foolish, he did want to say
that foolish ideas will not stand the
teq of public scrutiny.
A.:cording to Libby he was sick of
hearing about the Chicken War,
but did want to clarify his position.
His statement that the administra-
tion over-reacted was not a con-
demnation of Robert Cobb, he
noted, but rather a statement di-
rected at his own administration.
When asked why he supported a
campus pub but not drinking in
the dorms and fraternities. Libby
pointed out that he had merely
mentioned that pubs had been es-
tablished at some other schools.
He pointed out that this is a legal
problem and not a moral one.
Allowing drinking in the dorms
would put the University in a posi-
tion of contributing to the delin-
quency of minors since he estimates
that only one-fifth of all UM stu-
dents are over 21.
Libby said he opposed the use of
marijuana because of evidence
presented to him by Student Health
Service Director Dr. Robert Graves.
He said he could foresee the legaliza-
tion of its use but declined to com-
ment as to whether or not it would
demoralize college campuses.
Libby said that he wanted to
hear the report of the Student Life
Committee report on parietal hours
when it is done. He noted that he
"somewhat" supports parietal hours
but will make his reservations
public when he has read the Stu-
dent Life Committee report.
The most pressing part of his
job is money, the problem of
making a budget for the eight
campuses of the Universit y,
according to Libby.
He said further that the life
blood of the University is its
programs and the problem is how
to budget the $1500 per student
Cost of providing each year's col-
lege education.
Horseman's Club
Members of the University of
Maine Horseman's Club left Nov.
14 for a four day trip to the Royal
Horse Show in Toronto, Canada.
The horse show was a part of the
Royal Agricultural Winter Fair
which lasted for eight days and
marked the final national horse
show of the year.
The show had a variety of classes
including driving and draft horse
classes. In this area were a dressage
driving class, precision driving, a
six horse hitch of Belgian draft
horses, and a four horse hitch of
Percherons.
An almost unlimited variety of
horses were there including hackney
ponies and horses, with three and
five gaited horses. Also present were
Arabians and many jumpers and
hunters.
International classes brought
horses and riders from the Olympic
teams of Great Britain, Australia,
Brazil. Canada. and the United
States.
Grant renewed for
study of air pollution
A one-year renewal grant of
S23,966 has been awarded to the
University of Maine for the con-
tinuation of a research project
studying the chemical aspects of air
pollution from Kraft pulping, it has
been announced by UM President
Winthrop C. Libby.
The renewal was made by the
U.S. Public Health Department, Di-
vision of Air Pollution, to Prof.
Irwin B. Douglass of the U-M
chemistry department and is for the
second year of a three-year project
period extending to Sept. 30, 1970.
The research by Prof. Douglass
into the sources of Ki aft odor and
what steps might be taken to curb
the odor started at the university in
1964. The original three year
project period ended Sept. 30, 1967,
and was renewed for an additional
three years, with the grant con-
ferred on an annual basis.
Prof. Douglass in his research is
attempting to determine significant
facts about the production of odors
in the Kraft cooking process and
the effects upon this production of
time, temperature, sulphur con-
centrations and types of wood. Also
being sought is additional informa-
tion about the fundamental
chemistry of sulphur compounds
themselves.
1969 ENGINEERING GRADUATES
Mechanical • Electronic • Electrical • Computer
RESERVE
January 9
TO INVESTIGATE THE BROAD SPECTRUM OF
POWER & PROCESS CONTROL
This is the date that you can "brainstorm' with our repre-
sentative on your campus. Use this interview to find out
what's new in your field of interest. Graduates starting
with us in 1969 will be trained in activities they choose .. .
engineering, sales, service, research, development, com-
puter applications, and other challenging fields.
Use this time to learn how Bailey fits into the world of
power & process control. Ask about Bailey 855 — The
Process Control Computer. Learn what's new in the nuclear
control field. Find out how Bailey equipment reduces oper-
ating costs, increases safety, and improves product quality
or increases thru-put in electric generation stations, marine
propulsion plants, paper and pulp mills, steel mills, chemi-
cal and petroleum plants, aerospace, and in many other
industries. Learn how Bailey continues to set the pace in
industrial automation.
Our representative looks forward to answert,g your clues
tions. See your Placement Director to arrange an appoint-
ment.
BAILEY METER COMPANY
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
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President takes door
San Francisco—Ensnared in the
demands of radical students, the
board of trustees, and his own con-
science, San Francisco State's Presi-
dent Robert Smith resigned three
weeks ago.
President Smith had drawn fire
from the board of trustees and
Governor Ronald Reagan for clos-
ing down the state college as a
means of heading off student-police
confrontations and to allow campus
wide discussions of student demands.
The crisis at SFS was ignited by
Allen Dumke of the board of trus-
tees when he learned that English
instructor George Murray was a
Black Panther. Dumke asked Smith
to fire Murray.
Smith refused because Murray
was "by all accounts, a good teach-
White and Gold
Wedding Bands
from $12.95 up
Diamond
Wedding Bands
from $45 up
Diamond Rings
$49.95 up
Open Every Night
till Xmas
— NEVER UNDERSOLD —
NORTH MAIN OLD TOWN
Contact Capsules
er" and he had violated no profes-
sional ethic justifying his dismissal.
Murray, however, angered by the
situation, began making imflamatory
speeches regarding racism and Dum-
ke demanded that Smith suspend
him. Smith did so and Murray's
only possible chance to return to the
classroom depends on the decision
of a committee of faculty which
will investigate the matter.
Student radicals seized upon Mur-
ray's firing as a rallying point to
bring support for demands they have
been making for several months,
and they called for a student strike
which has been semi-successful dur-
ing the three weeks of its existence.
The students are demanding the
establishment of a Black Studies De-
partment next spring, amnesty for
those who participate in the strike,
work on a college of ethnic studies,
admittance of more minority group
student s, and reinstatement of
George Murray.
In an attempt to restore normalcy
Smith offered to call off classes for
a convocation in which strike leaders
and administrators would discuss
student demands before the campus,
and this proposal was accepted by
the strike leaders.
Smith did set up the convocation
but he did not call off classes be-
cause the board of trustees had
ordered him to keep the school open.
When they learned that classes
were still in session, the strike lead-
ers walked out of the convocation.
One of them said, "Those who are
in class are the ones we need to
reach most."
The campus then fell into a series
of minor disturbances demonstrative
of the way students felt. Some stu-
dents clashed with police who had
been called to the campus to keep
order.
President Smith then called for
another convocation and this time
called off classes despite the orders
of the trustees.
This move came under immediate
attack from the Trustees and Gov-
ernor Reagan. and Smith was called
to 1.os Angeles to a meeting of the
Youngs Camera Center
COMPLETE LINE OF PHOTOGRAPHIC SUPPLIES
AND DARKROOM AIDS
Student Discount of 10% with I.D.
Except Film and Flash Bulbs
WESTGATE MALL
BANGOR, MAINE
ACROSS FROM SOUTH CAMPUS
Tel. 947-7252
GRADUATE RECORD EXAMINATIONS
ANNOUNCEMENT OF
SPECIAL ADMINISTRATION
CANDIDATES WHO WERE REGISTERED FOR THE
DECEMBER 14 ADMINISTRATION OF THE GRADU-
ATE RECORD EXAMINATION (APTITUDE AND/OR
ADVANCED TEST) WILL BE GIVEN THE OPPOR-
TUNITY TO TAKE THE TEST JANUARY 11. AT 137
BENNETT HALL. ORONO. EDUCATIONAL TEST-
ING SERVICE WILL CONFIRM THIS DATE WITH A
SPECIAL LETTER TO EACH CANDIDATE. ASSIGN-
MENT TO THIS ADMINISTRATION WILL BE AUTO-
MATIC. THEREFORE, NO ACTION WILL BE NEC-
ESSARY ON THE PART OF REGISTERED CANDI-
DATES. ETS HAS PROMISED TO GIVE SPECIAL
ATTENTION TO SCORING IN ORDER TO HASTEN
THE REPORTING OF RESULTS.
trustees. He announced his resigna-
tion right after the meeting. Neither
Smith nor any of the board mem-
bers would comment on what went
on in the closed meeting, and no
one would say whether or not Smith
had been pressured to resign.
Smith gave three reasons for re-
signing:
—his inability to reconcile the
board of trustees, the faculty, the
students, and the political forces in
the state.
—"the desperate financial limita-
tions on the college before my as-
sumption of the presidency."
—His belief that "my continua-
tion in the roll of president beyond
this date would merely relieve the
various concerned groups of the im-
mediate and urgent necessity of fac-
ing the underlying causes that pro-
voked disorder on the campus.
The trustees appointed English
Professor S. I. Hayakawua to be act-
ing president of the state college.
Hayakawua has from the beginning
of the unrest favored vociferously
keeping the college open regardless
of means. "We not only owe a lot
to black Americans," he stated, "we
also have an obligation to the 17,500
or more students who have every
right to expect continuation of their
education."
Strike leaders said they would
only recognize Hayakawua as "a
'trustees' dupe."
Student trustees
Hamilton, N.Y.—Colgate Univer-
sity's Board of Trustee's has taken
steps to improve communication be-
tween itself and Colgate faculty and
students.
University President Vincent Bar-
nett said, "Two significant steps
were taken to effect wider participa-
tion of faculty and students in the
work of the board."
First, there will be an open meet-
ing of the board each year and all
faculty and students will be invited
to attend.
And second. The Board will seat
faculty and students on all of its
Standing Committees, except for the
executive committee, with full pow-
ers and obligations.
As a general guide, the Board
accepted the recommendation of the
Faculty Conference Committee
which calls for one-third of each
standing committee to be comprised
of faculty and students.
Mama Larry
Carlisle, Pa.—At Dickinson Col-
lege, the Omicron chapter of Sigma
Chi allowed itself to be subjugated
to experimentation of the "faculty
presence" program.
The program is a diversion away
from the traditional housemother
who is replaced by one of the facul-
ty. College officials hoped the pro-
gram would increase communica-
tion between faculty and students.
The Sigma Chis had living with
them Larry Warner, a political sci-
entist.
The program was so successful
and Larry Warner became so well-
liked that he is now an honorary
brother.
Cleaver "ago-go"
Black Panthe r, San Quetin
parolee, and controversial Berkeley
lecturer Eldridge Cleaver has been
the subject of a nation wide search
since Nov. 27 when he made him-
self scarce rather than, return to
prison for a violation of parole.
Police organizations across the
country are watching for Cleaver,
and the F.B.I. is investigating
possibilities that he is in Canada
and also that he may have hi-
jacked a plane to Cuba last week.
Mrs. Cleaver withdrew $33,000
from their joint bank account and
flew to New York. She told police
that she had seen her husband there
but denied that she brought him
the money.
Cleaver was released from San
Quentin on parole in 1966 after
serving eight years for assault to
commit rape, assault to commit
murder, and assault with a deadly
weapon. He was ordered to jail last
April because of his involvement
in a Panther shoot-out with San
Francisco police.
He appealed the order to Solano
County Superior Court and was
freed again, but the prosecution
took the case up to the California
State Supreme Court where the
decision was overturned. The appeal
went to the U.S. Supreme Court
where Justice Thurgood Marshall
refused to stop the order to return
to jail.
Explosive sanctuary
Walthan. Mass.—Brandeis Uni-
versity students have been maintain-
ing a sanctuary for an AWOL
soldier since Nov. 4, and local
high school students have been im-
porting sticks of dynamite and
hiding it around the sanctuary
building.
Waltham high school students,
called "townies" by Brandeis stu-
dents, held a meeting and decided to
invade the sanctuary. The "townies"
advanced on the sanctuary com-
munity which has been maintaining
a constant population of 400. Sev-
eral fistfights broke out but order
was restored when Brandeis stu-
dents gave the "townies" a micro-
phone and the right to say whatever
they pleased.
Over the following weekend more
fights started climaxing in the find-
ing of two sticks of dynamite in
the hands of two Waltham high
schoolers in a building adjacent to
the sanctuary.
The sanctuary was temporarily
cleared for a search and 16 sticks
of dynamite were found hidden
around the building. There were
enough explosives to blow up sev-
eral buildings.
Anti-SDS
Storrs. Conn.—Students for a
Democratic Society are calling for
a strike by students and faculty at
the University of Connecticut.
The strike is to protest the
suspension of Richard Savage, a
22-year old local chapter leader of
the SDS who was disciplined for his
part in the Oct. 30 demonstration
that disrupted interviews by the
Dow Chemical Co. recruiter.
The SDS said it wants to get
UConn to establish a policy against
imposing academic penalties for
political activities. Disrupting the
Dow interviews was a political
move according to the SDS.
It doesn't appear likely that the
strike will get support from the
general student body. A counter-
demonstration against the tactics of
the SDS was participated in by
1,200 students who marched and
held a rally.
As they marched the students
chanted "We are the majoiity," and
Ralph Corbo, one of the counter-
demonstration leaders read a state-
ment in which he told the crowd
"We wish for all to know that this
minority (SDS) is strictly such:
that they are a handful and do not
command significant support. The
fact that they are a vocal faction
does not argue that they are neces-
sarily a representative faction.-
Corbo continue d. "We stu-
dents of the University of Connecti-
cut proclaim our support for law-
ful and democratic deliberation to
ensure our rights."
Professional opinion
St. Louis, Mo.—The earthquake
that jarred the Midwest three weeks
ago shook up a meeting of environ-
mental scientist on the campus of
Washington University.
As the meeting room rattled and
facial expressions grew worried, an
unidentified geologist stood up and
gave expert advice on the situation
saying. "I suggest we'd better leave
the building."
22% Increase in business 
UM frosh enrollments up
Freshmen enrollments in insti-
utions of higher learning are ex.
pected to continue to increase for
the next decade before levelling off
—and the University of Maine is
expected to go along with the
trend.
Figures released by Dr. Garland
Parker of the University of Cin-
cinnati in the annual School and
Society collegiate enrollment sur-
vey show an increase of roughly 4.9
per cent in freshmen entering higher
educational institutions in 1968 over
1967 with a prediction that increases
will continue through 1979.
"Thus in the next decade higher
education still must be prepared to
accommodate freshmen in growing
numbers," according to Parker.
The projected yearly increase for
the University ci; Mainc during the
next decade is roughly four per
cent, according to university offi-
cials.
Dr. Parker's figures were com-
piled from a survey of some 1100
reporting institutions.
Enrollment increases at the Uni-
versity of Maine in the fall of 1968
over the 1967 totals exceeded, in
most cases, the comparable national
figures.
BREWER AUCTION ROOMS
Thousands of Books, All Kinds Fiction, Text, Reference
at low prices
Always a Large Selection of Chairs, Beds, Desks,
Appliances, Bureaus, Tables at low, low prices
ALWAYS A LARGE SELECTION OF ANTIQUES
FOR THAT MEANINGFUL GIFT
End of Toll Bridge 9 Wilson St., Brewer, Me,
Tel. 942-8563 Open Everyday 9 to 9
While national figures showed a
freshman increase of 4.9 per cent,
Maine showed an increase in enter-
ing freshmen of some eight per cent
with 2141 frosh admitted in 1968
compared to 1963 in the fall of
1967. In total enrollment, the Uni-
versity of Maine showed an in-
crease of some seven per cent for
its three campuses compared to a
national increase of 6.2 per cent
and a New England regional in-
crease of 5.7 per cent. Total U-M
enrollment in the fall of 1968 was
9184 students.
In the various colleges Maine
went along with national enrollment
trends for 1968. Nationally, the
biggest increase in freshmen enroll-
ments was in education with a 7.9
per cent gain while gains were also
registered in agriculture, nursing,
liberal arts and business while en-
gineering showed a slight decline.
At Maine the 1968 totals show
the biggest gain in freshmen enroll-
ment in business with a 22 per cent
increase while education saw an in-
crease of nine per cent. Gains were
also shown in life sciences and agri-
culture and liberal arts while
nursing remained about the same
and engineering showed a slight
decline in enrolling freshmen.
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AGR wins MD drive
by Jeff Strout
Lawrence Leavitt, ex-chairman of
the Bangor area Muscular Dystrophy
presented five plaques to fraterni-
ties for their outstanding help in
the M.D. drive.
Awarded plaques at the Dec. II
LF.C. meeting were: Alpha Gamma
Rho for the most money collected,
Alpha Tau Omega for second most
money collected, Tau Epsilon Phi
1 everybody'sdoin' it . . .
Christ climbed down
from His bare Tree
this year
and ran away to where
there were no rootless Christmas
trees
hung with candycanes and break-
able stars
Christ climbed down
from His bare Tree
this year
and ran away to where
there were no gilded Christmas
trees
and no tinsel Christmas trees
and no pink plastic Christmas
trees
and no gold Christmas trees
and no black Christmas trees
and no powderblue Christmas
trees
hung with electric candles
and encircled by tin electric trains
and clever cornball relatives
Christ climbed down
from His bare Tree
this year
and ran away to where
no intrepid Bible salesmen
covered the territory
in two-toned cadillacs
and where no Sears Row buck
creches
complete with plastic babe in
manger
arrived by parcel post
the babe by special delivery
and where no televised Wise Men
praised the Lord Calvert Whiskey
Christ climbed down
from His bare Tree
this year
and ran away to where
no fat handshaking stranger
in a red flannel suit
and a fake white beard
went around passing himself off
as some sort of North Pole saint
crossing the desert to Bethlehem
Pennsylvania
in a Volkswagen sled
drawn by rollicking Adirondack
reindeer
with German names
and bearing sacks of Humble
Gifts
from Saks Fifth Avenue
for everybody's imagined Christ
child
Christ climbed down
from His bare Tree
this year
and ran away to where
no Bing Crosby carollers
groaned of a tight Christmas
and where no Radio City angels
iceskated wingless
thru a winter wonderland
into a jinglehell heaven
daily at 8:30
with Midnight Mass matinees
Christ climbed down
from His bare Tree
this year
and softly stole away into
some anonymous Mary's womb
again
where in the darkest night
of everylsody's anonymous soul
He awa ts again
an unimaginable
and impossibly
Immaculate Reconception
the very craziest
of Second Comings
From Lawrence Ferlinghetti.
Coney Island of she Mind. copy-
right 1958 by Lawrence Ferlinghetti,
reprinted by permission of New Di-
rections Publishing Corp.
and Delta Tau Delta tie for most
money per man, and Theta Chi for
the best improvement.
The fraternity system collected
a record $3433.34 this year.
At the same 1.F.C. meeting Carl
Pendleton reported the Greek Week-
end results. The weekend was
judged a financial success ($1851.88
cleared) and a social success. The
consensus of opinion was that
the weekend should be held in the
fall because of the spirit exhibited
this year.
Pendleton also gave a short So-
cial Affairs Committee report. That
group has talked about a -floating-
fraternity-sorority relationship. This
would eliminate the present system
of having just one sister or brother
organization.
ater in the meeting the respre-
sentatives voted to allow freshmen
pledges to live in the fraternities
for a period of not more than 10
school days in the spring. If the ad-
ministration approves this suggestion
the period will be used for
purposes of informal initiation in-
stead of during the fall. There are
hopes that rush w ill take place in
the fall next year.
Notice In Juniors
our semester bill will
be •5. CLL.. dues are P. and $2 has
been added for the Student Senate
tee.
Watch for Prom news and don't
forget the W. C. Field movie—
Jan. 12.
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Committee working to lower
Maine voting age in 1969
-I he Maine Action Committee for
the 18 Year Old Vote, a hi-partisan
group including some former Mc-
Carthy committee members, recent-
ly organized to build popular
support for the proposed Consti-
tutional Amendment to lower the
voting age.
Edward Legg of the Hyde School
in Bath is chairman of the com-
mittee which is seeking the re-
quired two-thirds vote of both
hi :inches of the Legislature and a
public referendum to pass the new
law. Prof. William F. Stone of the
UM Psychology Dept. and Barbara
Clark are working for the com-
mittee in Eastern Maine. Student
Senate President Steve Hughes is
working with the Committee to
mobilize a petition drive by stu-
dents at the University.
Petition blanks will be distributed
by the Senators to students from
Maine communities returning home
for Christmas vacation. The stu-
dents are being asked to obtain as
many signatures in their com-
munities as they can. Signatures are
being sought from those between 18
and 21. as well as those currently
eligible to vote.
Legislative hearings on the 18
year old vote will be held in Febru-
ary. Lowering the voting age in
Maine is endorsed by the Demo-
cratic State Committee and also
supptirted by some Republican
legislators.
Some decisions are relatively unimportant.
where you put your engineering
talent to work is not.
As you contemplate one of the most important decisions of your life, we invite you to consider a
career at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft. Here, you will find wide-open opportunities for professional growth
with a company that enjoys an enviable record of stability in the dynamic atmosphere of aerospace
technology.
We select our engineers and scientists carefully. Motivate them well. Give them the equipment and
facilities only a leader can' provide. Offer them company-paid, graduate-education opportunities.
Encourage them to push into fields that have not been explored before. Keep them reaching for a
little bit more responsibility than they can manage. Reward them well when they do manage it.
And your decision is made easier, thanks to the wide range of talents required. Your degree can be a
B.S., M.S., or Ph.D. in: MECHANICAL • AERONAUTICAL • ELECTRICAL • CHEMICAL • CIVIL •
MARINE • INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING • PHYSICS • CHEMISTRY • METALLURGY • MATERIALS
SCIENCE • CERAMICS • MATHEMATICS • STATISTICS • COMPUTER SCIENCE • ENGINEERING
SCIENCE • ENGINEERING MECHANICS.
Consult your college placement officer—or write Mr. William L. Stoner, Engineering Department,
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, East Hartford, Connecticut 06108.
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft
EAST HARTFORD AND MIDDLETOWN, CONNECTICUT
WEST PALM BEACH, FLORIDA
DIVISION OP UNITED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
A
An rots& Opoentoserr (Aopioryse
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US-Dutch universities differ 
Foreign student speaks
While Dutch universities have not
experienced the same kind of stu-
dent unrest as American universities
Dutch student George Lubbe, who
is spending six weeks at the Uni-
versity of Maine's Orono campus,
says that student groups are
attempting to establish a more
"critical" university.
"They are protesting because
students are not being given the
equipment to judge what they are
learning." Lubbe said as he
described a university system in
many respects different from the
U.S. system. One of the major dif-
fererces he described is the com-
plete freedom of the Dutch student
to determine his own schedule.
THIBODEAL"S VIP
BARBER SHOP
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118 MAIN sr. BANGOR
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Lubbe finished a six-week stay at
the Orono campus Dec. 14 when
he left for home. During his visit
here he had been the guest of the
department of agricultural and re-
source economics whose head, Dr.
Homer B. Metzger, spent a sabbati-
cal year in 1960-61 as the recipient
of a Fulbright Award at Wagen-
ingen University where Lubbe is
now a student.
Atter six months in this country
Lubbe says he doesn't know if he
would like to live here permanently,
but he adds "if you had asked me
six months ago, I would have said
no." Newspapers in the Netherlands
do not present a good picture of the
U. S., he said.
Lubbe would like to return here
to get a master's degree, but as
for living here permanently he says
"I would not like to come here by
myself. and in that case the decision
would not be mine only."
Lubbe's trip to the U. S. is part
of his university program which re-
quires students to take a six-month
training program after passing
Candidate's Examination. In Hol-
land. where the length of a univer-
sity program is quite flexible. the
Candidate's Examination is usually
taken after three or four years and
the final, or Ingnieur Examination.
a year or so later. As an example
ot the length of time students may
take Lubbe said in his field (agri-
eulture) some graduate at the end
of four and one-half years. al-
though the average time is six years,
and some may take as long as nine
years.
lit Holland the university course
of study is left largely to the stu-
dent He may attend classes or not.
and his examinations are usually
oi al ones which he arranges with his
professor when he feels he is ready
to take them. Ranking is on a pass-
fail basis, a marking system which
is being tried on a small, experi-
mental scale at the University of
Maine. Within a range of a possible
ten points, the student getting five
points or less on an examination
fails, with passing six points or
above.
Holland is trying to improve the
PC rcentage of young people
attending its universities. At the
present time only four to five per
cent continue their education be-
yond the equivalent of U.S. high
schools, but if more students can be
encouraged to attend college Lubbe
feels a stricter system will be neces-
sary.
Lubbe commented on the end re-
sults of the American and Dutch
systems by quoting a Lever
Brothers report on the comparison
of American and Dutch employes.
"They feel that the Dutch student
has a few more facts in his head,"
Lubbe said. "but the American stu-
dent knows where to find these facts
when he needs them. They seem to
prefer American students because
they are generally younger when
they receive their degree, and after
two or three years of company
training are as good as the Dutch
student."
On the relationship between stu-
dent and teacher he says "The
distance between your professor and
student is shorter." There is little
contact aside from lectures between
Dutch students and their faculty
until after they pass their candi-
date's examination. "Then our
classes are smaller, and we do to a
certain extent help the professor
plan the emphasis, or the trend, of
the seminars." he said.
Majority of recruiting firms
are based ON of state
A total of 306 business firms
and governmental agencies have
scheduled recruiting visits to the
Orono campus of the University of
Maine in 1968 and 1969, according
to U-M Placement Director Philip
Brockway.
This is slightly more than last
vear's record total of 305 firms and
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Air", mai gi$Arft. sisa
17 Main Sweet longer, man
"The Nicest Cards In Town"
agencies making recruiting visits.
Brockway emphasized, however,
that the 306 firms scheduled to talk
to UM seniors about career
opportunities in the next few months
may be augmented by late addi-
tions.
Interviews by firm representa-
tives will continue into the
last week of March, 1969.
Of the 306 firms and agencies
sending representatives to the UM
campus, 22 are Maine-oriented or
Maine-based.
URBAN RENEWAL
The Orono Redevelopment Au-
thority is seeking student views on
urban renewal and improvement.
All comments should be submitted
to Marshall Gibson, Orono Re-
development Authority, Town Hall,
Orono.
UBRIS is for Christmas
Now on sale at the Union
Mime's Eye View
Orono, Maine, December 19, 1968
Tony Montanaro (above)
and Michael Henry will pre-
sent an evening of panto-
mime in Hauck Auditorium
Jan. 8. at 8 p.m. Montanaro
has studied mime acting
with Louise Gifford in New
York. and Marcel Marceau
a n d Etienne Decroux in
Paris.
Montanaro presented
by Arts Committee
An evening of pantomime with
Tony Montanaro will he presented
Wednesday. Jan. 8. at 8 p.m. in
Hauck Auditorium by the Arts and
Activities Committee, which spon-
sors several special spring programs
every year.
Montanan) will he assisted by
Michael Henry. and the two men
will also present a lecture-demon-
stration at 4:10 p.m. the same day
in the auditorium.
Montanaro's evening program. A
Mime's Eye View. includes mime
sketches, studies, illusions, and com-
mentary covering a broad range. A
critic says "His is a theater of signifi-
cance and mature statement—an im-
pudent sharing of hilarity and sar-
donic observations of man and his
involvements."
His program includes such sketch
titles as The Gym. The Burglar.
Nightmare. The Lion Tamer. A Dic-
tator's Scrapbook. Newlyweds. The
Glutton. and Mirror. One of his
most widely-acclaimed sketche s.
Game, shows the contrasting emo-
tions of fun and fear, and joy and
death. A small boy begins playing
with a ball, later switches to a play-
acting game of war, and then the
audience sees the boy change into
a man and the game becomes real.
Montanaro's theatre background
includes the study of modern dance.
classical drama, and mime training
with Louise Gifford at Columbia
University and with Marcel Marceau
and Etienne Decroux in Paris. In
addition to performing Montanaro
lectures, teaches, and is presently on
the faculty of the Uta Hagen-Her-
bert Berghof Studio in New York.
Henry. who has had various parts
in off-Broadway productions, served
an apprenticeship on the West Coast.
including dance study at the San
Francisco Conservatory of Ballet
and dramatic arts at the University
of California at Berkeley.
Committee members named for
UMaine pulp and paper institute
Robert E. March. vice president.
Scott Paper Company. and chair-
man of the University of Maine
Pulp and Paper Foundation Sum-
mer Institute, has announced the
personnel of the coninnitee which
will make arrangements for the 1969
institute.
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Serving with chairman March will
be Dr. Edward G. Bobalek. Gottes-
man professor and head of the Uni-
versity of Maine chemical engineer-
ing department: William H. Caddoo,
general manager of the boxboard
division of Continental Can Co..
Inc.: and William J. Darmstadt, pro-
duct manager of The Babcock and
Wilcox Co.
Other members of the committee
are Rudolph T. Greep. vice presi-
dent and general manager. S. D.
Warren Co.. Hubert 0. Ranger,
manager of packaging development.
St. Regis Paper Co.: and Robert J.
Shinners. vice president. northern
Gleat Northern Paper Co.
All of the companies represented
on the committee are corporation
members of .f he University of Maine
Pulp and Paper Foundation which
together with the University of
Maine chemical engineering depart-
ment sponsors the institute.
Since 1960 an institute has been
held each summer. One hundred
thirty-two men from 39 companies
and 23 stales anti Canada attended
the 19611 sessions.
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Andro
History Union
formed at UM,
wants members
Soft blue lights glow from
the windows of Androscoggin
Hall as Maine coeds greet
the Christmas season.
Approximately 20 UM history
majors and two graduate students
attended a preliminary meeting of
the History Union on Dec. 9. The
basic organization and purpose of
the union was discussed; it was
decided to set up a temporary
skeletal structure.
The basic union will consist of
the 20 students and a voluntary or-
ganizing committee of seven stu-
dents. They are: Art Adoff, Ginny
Smith, Tim Russell, Dottie Rahrig,
Judith Sullivan. Richard Davies,
and Michael Sheehy.
It is hoped by the union that a
majority of history majors on
campus will affiliate themselves
with it by coming to announced
meetings. Once the union reaches
a majority it will be possible to es-
tablish a steering committee to
meet with the faculty of the de-
partment, thus giving the students a
way to have a real voice in the
academic affairs of their depart-
ment.
IFC Ruling
Freshmen who have received
verbal bids from fraternities on or
before Jan. 7, must sign their bid
cards between Jan. 5-7, or wait
until the beginning of second se-
mester.
UM grapplers
outpoint UNH
matmen, 21-17
The UM wrestlers upped their
record to 1-0-1 Saturday by out'
grappling the University of New
Hampshire 21-17 at Durham.
The individual match results
were: 123-pound class: Carey (M)
outpointed Ordway 6-5; 130: Juste-
witch (M) pinned Colter in 3:16;
137: Soucie (M) decision over Car-
penter 5-2; 144: Rudolph (NH)
decision over Burke 11-6; 152: Ab-
bey (NH) decision over Carter;
9-3; 160: Stahlman (NH) pinned
Panarease in 1:41; 167: Denham
(NH) decision over Coffin 15-3;
177: Goode (M) pinned LaRochelle
in 2:08; 191: Woodsum (M) won
by default; unlimited: Martino
(NH) decision over Hill.
The grappling Bears return to
action Jan. I I in a home match
with Aroostook State.
'Big holes to fillcStyrna 
Indoor track hopes dimmed
by Russ Potter
Last year the University of Maine
indoor track team stunned even its
closest followers by exploding to a
second-place finish in the Yankee
Conference Championships. This
year the Bears looked like a bona
fide contender on paper, but the
squad has been seriously weakened
by a small turn-out.
Several experienced and talented
athletes have not come out for the
track squad. Most notable non-
participants are hurdler-long juniper
Gene Benner and high juniper Pete
Quackenbush.
Despite its losses, the UM track
team has a nucleus of fine track-
men getting in shape for the indoor
season which begins in February.
Among these solid performers are
sprinter and pole vaulter Dick Stet-
son, weight man Charlie Hews,
middle distance runners Gerry
Stelmok. Harry Miller, Dave Bemis,
and sophomore Jim Good, long
jumper Paul Richardson, and mile
and two-mile ace Steve Turner.
Hews, a Bowdoin transfer who
holds the Maine Intercollegiate rec-
ord in the shot put, will be com-
peting for the Black Bears for the
first time. 1.ettermen Bill Moulton
and big sophomore Jim Cook com-
bine with Hews to make the shot-
put one of Maine's strongest events.
The Bears also look strong in the
600 and 1000 yard runs, long jump,
and 60 yard dash.
Big question marks cloud the
distance events, high jump, and pole
vault. Steve Turner may have to
double in both the mile and two-
[Arir
mile. Improving sophomore Dana
Hill could ease Turner's burden.
but replacements for the graduated
Joe Dahl and Al Legasse will be
difficult to come by. Junior Bob
Clunie goes it pretty much alone in
the high jump. The pole vault could
become strong if sophomore Tim
Johnson becomes eligible and joins
Clunie and Tim Demers.
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BUY SWEATEIS:; FROM OUR FACTORY STORE
AND S.A.‘17 UP TO .50q
DO YOUR CHRISTM t CIFT BUYING NOW ,—We have a larg
selection of styles and colors in Shetland Virnin Wool. Cashmere
Alpaca and Orlon. In Cro% ;:nd V-Necks. Pullovers and Cardigans
OPEN SUNDAYS 3 A.M. to 4 P.M.
Open Monday thru Saturday 7 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Bar Herber Read — Plenty of Fro* Parking — Brewer, Me.
when we say there's a real opportunity for you here
Before you decide what you are going to do with
the new life your
about all the possible oppor u IP
Don't just answer the usual questions about big
company versus small company, service company
versus product company, industry versus academe,
or public versus private business.
Think about where you can do most of what you
like best, where you can make the most meaning-
ful change.
We think you can do it here if what you are inter-
ested in is making specific, measurable improve-
ments in the world. We build electronic systems to
communicate, gather and process data, defend the
country, and study inner and outer space.
We expect that our systems approach will also
help us solve some of the big problems in our
day-to-day concerns like medicine, education, and
Noioer t,ith;,egr3t:-. riousi-
ness administration, engineering, and liberal arts
to help us realize the full potential of these
systems.
We need individuals who know that formal edu-
cation can never stop for system builders, who will
take advantage of our many education opportuni-
ties, including prepaid tuition, in-plant graduate
degree programs, and fellowships. Achievements
in this atmosphere can be extremely satisfying,
academically as well as personally and profession-
ally.
To find out what you could do at Sanders, in any
of our 13 major facilities along the East Coast, tell
your placement office you want to talk with the
Sanders representative when he is on campus.
CREATING NEW DIRECTIONS IN ELECTRONICS
*7N $1.1)(011. •SSOC4AT(S ,NC
An Equal Opportunity and Affirmative Action Employer Iv1/F
SANDERS
ASSOCIATES, INC.
NASHUA, NH. • MANCHESTER. NM. • BEDFORD, MASS. • CAMBRIDGE. MASS. • PORTLAND, Mt. • 
et.AINViEte, LI,NY • teeSttiNGTON. DC.
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Two tough losses 
Hoop Bears skid
by Stephen Thompson
Lack of experience and lack of
depth hurt the battling Maine Bears
this past weekend as Maine dropped
games to Northeastern and Rhode
Island.
It took Northeastern two over-
times to beat Maine. 86-81, while
Rhode Island had to stop a late
bid in the second half to defeat
Maine. I 1 1-101.
In the Northeastern game, Maine
used zone defense to effectively
hamper Northeastern's offense. The
Bear's didn't allow Leo Osgood and
Call Chandler good percentage
shots. They stopped Northeastern's
drives and forced them to give up
their preferred basic running game
to play the game the Bears wanted
to play. On offense Northeastern re-
sorted to passing the ball around
against the Maine zone until they
got an open shot. By playing an
aggressive defense. Northeastern
forced the Bears to search for shots.
At the end of regulation time the
score was tied at 67-67. After the
first five-minute overtime period, it
was 75-75. The disciplined North-
eastern attack. lead by Leo Osgood.
poured in II points to Maine's six
in the second extra session to pull
out the win.
Mini Fashions
in FLANNELETTE
White dogwood
blossoms on
High Fashion
Fitted Gowns —
Lavished with
wide cluny
type lace
FREE GIFT BOXES
WITH ALL PURCHASES
Any Purchase May Be
Exchanged After Xmas
Diamonds
Jeu.clers
Since
1895
Vary in Degree of Perfection,
, Color, Cutting and Value
Your Diamond Should be
a Precious Gem of
Timeless Beauty
PrStore,Rogers10 Broad St., Bangor, Maine
Head and Hart Skis
Boots - Bindings - Accessories
Parkas - Stretch Pants - Hats
Mitts - Boutique Items
HANSON'S
Ski and Saddle Shop
395 SO. MAIN ST.
TEL 942-3279
BREWER
Maine lost the game on the foul
line. The Bears converted only 13
of 22 while Northeastern made 18
of 23. From the floor Maine sank
34 of 85 for 40% and Northeastern
made 34 of 71 for 47%.
"Depth hurt us." UM coach Gib
Philbrick said. "They scored with
10 men while we scored with only
six men."
Marshall Todd. whose jump shot
from the corner knotted the score
at 75-75 and forced the game into
a second overtime. scored 18 points
as did Dennis Stanley. Jim Stephen-
son tallied 31 to lead all scorers.
Maine's lack of experience and
foul shooting trouble helped Rhode
Island in their 111-101 victory over
the Bears. Rhode Island substituted
freely attempting to tire the Bears
out early in the game. The hard
game of the night before with its
two overtimes didn't help the Bears
either.
In this game Jim Stephenson
scored 32 points followed by Hugh
Campbell with 26. High scorer in
the game was Rhody's John Fultz
with 36 points.
Thursday highly favored UMass
invades the Bear's den. UMass re-
cently beat UNH 89-57. During the
holidays, the Bears play in the Po-
cona Classic before returning home
Jan. 7 to face Bates.
In four games. the Bears have
attempted 338 shots and connected
on only 128 for .38%- while their
opponents have tried fewer shots,
276, but made 151 for a 55%.
From the foul line the Maine
players have shot 68% and their
opponents 72%. Overall. Maine
has scored 324 points to their
opponents' 369 points. Per game.
the Maine Bears have averaged 81
points and their opponents, 92
points.
Carter ranks
in ski event
Univ.rsity of Maine Skiers
showed well at the Waterville Valley
1 anglatif last weekend.
Skiing in over a 7 km. course in
wet and falling snow. UM sopho-
more Ilavid Carter placed eighth
in the cross country event. Finish-
ing :the al of Carter were the mem-
bers of the U.S. Olympic ski team.
a skier trom Darn ttttt at. and one
fr  Yale.
Fre-hman John Collins finished
23rd. Darrell Quimby 13th and
Dase hiting was 3151.
1 his meet was a step in the Bear
skie,s comeback effort. Coach &red
I-olger hopes his willing hut inex-
perienced skiers can iccoser the
Maine state title from Colby and
to impose on last year's third
place tilish in the Fasiern Intercol-
legiate Ski 1-sociation. Bear skiers
had won the state crown nine
straight yeais before Colbs ended
the LAI d tttt in:16°n last season.
Sports Calendar
December 19
— Fr. basketball hosting Bruns-
wick NAS (5:00)
— Varsity basketball hosting
Massachusetts (7:00)
December 26-28
— Varsity basketball at Pocono
(
Fast break
ken jones photo
Maine's J i m Stephenson
(34) drives tl o w n court,
guarded by Rhode Island's
John Fultz (30). Fultz was
high scorer for the R.I. Rams,
contributing 36 points, while
Stephenson led Maine with
32. Rhode Island won, 111-
101. Thursday night t h e
Rears will face Massachusetts
in the Memorial Gym,
Alpha Gam, Phi Mu tie,
Gannett trackmen win
Alpha Gamma Rho and Phi Mu
Delta tied for first place in the
fraternity division of the intramural
indoor track meet Saturday. Gannett
Hall overwhelmed its opposition to
win the Non-fraternity crown.
The intramural meet is open to
all men who have not won a varsity
track letter within the last year.
Alpha Gam and Phi Mu each
totaled 22 points. Alpha Tau Omega
had 12. Sigma Chi I I. Kappa Sig
nine. Delta Tau seven. Phi Gam
four. and Phi Eta one.
Gannett tallied 27 points to 12
for Off-Campus, eight for Oxford
and Stodder, seven for Corbett, five
for Aroostook and Oak. four for
Cumberland and Lewiston. three for
Dunn and Rockland. and two for
Chadbourne.
Freshman Glen Alsup paced the
Gannett contingent with first places
in the 60 yard low hurdles, 60 yard
dash, and high jump. The Gannett
relay also won.
Don Goodness topped Phi Mu
with wins in the 600 and 1000 yard
run. Charlie Hews won the shot
and Bernard Keenan the long jump.
The Alpha Gam attack was lead
by versatile Bob Clunie who scored
in the high jump, the hurdles. and
Scoreboard
Basketball
— Northeastern 86 — Maine S I
12 overtimes)
— Rhode Island III — Maine
101
—UM Frosh 113 — Ricker
Frosh 43
Wrestling
— Maine 21 — New Hampshire
17
Orznialie4
SPECIAL —CHOICE SIRLOIN STEAK
FRENCH FRIES
"Select year own weeds Were we me& U"
— $ 1 . 9 5
CATERING TO 1
PRIVATE PARTIES
Hrs. Mon.-Thurs.
Fri.-Sat.
Sunday
7 A.M.-I AM.
7 A.M.-2 A.M.
8 AM.-Midnight
long jump. Fowler took the 60 yard
dash. Alpha Gam also won the re-
lay.
• 
Fraternity Division
Shot—Hews (PM Dl
60 yd. Low Hurdles—Witham
(SC)
600 yd. Run—Goodness (PMD)
1000 yd. Run—Goodness (PMD)
60 yd. Dash—Fowler (AGR)
High Jump—Clunie (AGR)
Long Jump—Keenan PMD)
Relay—AGR
Non-fraternity Division
Shot—Cooley Aroo)
60 yd. Low Hurdles—Alsup
(Gan)
600 yd. Run—Moorman (Oak)
1000 yd. Run—Hill (Stod)
60 yd. Dash—Alsup (Gan)
High Jump—Alsup (Gan)
Long Jump—Vanidestine (0C)
Relay—Gannett
BING'S
Barber Shop
2 Barbers
"RAZOR CUTTING
our specialty"
—Tel. 827-3124 —
47 Center Street
Old Town, Maine
Do You Have A
Problem?
VINER'S REPAIRS MOST
BRANDS OF
Record Players
Radios
Televisions
Tape Recorders
Amplifiers
Musical Instruments
---
Complete Lines Of
Accessories
VINERS MUSIC
20 Broad St. Bangor
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